Collaborative problem-solving in telemedicine and evidence interpretation in a complex clinical case.
This study examined clinical problem-solving processes in the context of a telemedical consultation, in order to verify to what extent the technological environment preserves the characteristics of medical reasoning that are known to occur in more traditional clinical settings. This study also provided an opportunity for examining certain fundamental aspects of medical reasoning about complex cases. Within a case-study design, we used a theoretical framework and qualitative methods originating from cognitive science. Expert physicians used reasoning strategies commensurate with the complexity of the case. The technological context of the telemedical consultation did not overly contrive the interaction, allowing them to use real-time problem-solving processes characterizing medical reasoning in naturalistic settings. The results also suggest that high levels of expertise in the presence of very complex cases may elicit a particular configuration of problem-solving processes, associating certain reasoning patterns that are usually related to non-expert problem-solving with others that are typical of expertise. We believe that the evaluation of image transmission and diagnostic performance in telemedicine, as well as the determination of its indications and technological configurations, may benefit from taking into account, with the help of cognitive methodologies, the interacting problem-solving modalities that may be encountered in this context.